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PATTERN-MIXTURE MODELS 

Geert MOLENBERGHS*, Herbert THIJS*, Bart MICHIELS** 

Geert VERBEKE***, Michael G. KENWARD****^ 

ABSTRACT 

Whereas most models for incomplète longitudinal data are formulated within 
the sélection model framework, pattern-mixture models hâve gained considérable 
interest in récent years. We outline several stratégies to fit pattern-mixture models, 
including the so-called identifying-restrictions stratégies. Multiple imputation is used 
to apply thèse stratégies to real sets of data. Our ideas are exemplified using quality-
of-life data from a longitudinal study on metastatic breast cancer patients and using 
a longitudinal clinical trial in Alzheimer patients. 

Keywords: Delta Method, linear mixed model, missing data, repeated measures, 
sélection model. 

RÉSUMÉ 

Si la plupart des analyses de données longitudinales incomplètes sont inscrites 
dans le cadre du modèle par sélection, l'intérêt pour les modèles par mélange a 
considérablement progressé dans la période récente. Nous donnons un aperçu de 
plusieurs stratégies d'ajustement de ces derniers modèles, incluant les stratégies dites 
sous contraintes d'identification. Une imputation multiple est utilisée pour leur mise 
en œuvre concrète. Nos idées sont illustrées d'une part sur des données de qualité 
de vie provenant d'une étude longitudinale sur des patients souffrant d'un cancer 
du sein à métastases, d'autre part sur un essai clinique longitudinal concernant des 
patients atteints de la maladie d'Alzheimer. 

Mots clés: Données manquantes, mesures répétées, méthode delta, modèle linéaire 
mixte, modèle par sélection. 

1. Introduction 

It is not unusual in practice for some séquences of measurements to end early 
for reasons outside the control of the investigator or s tudy scientist, and any 
unit so affected is often called a dropout. It might therefore be necessary to 
accommodate dropout in the modelling process to obtain correct inference. 
In addition, in some cases, this process can itself be of scientific interest. For 
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example, the scientist may want to know which type of subjects are more 
prone to dropping out than others (e.g., maies may be more likely to drop 
out than females, there may be an âge effect in the dropout probability, or 
less favorable values on previous outcome measures may adversely affect the 
dropout probability.). In this paper, we will restrict attention to dropout, i.e., 
monotone missingness. However, some of the terminology will refer to the 
gênerai case of missingness. 

Rubin (1976) and Little and Rubin (1987, Ch. 6) make important distinction 
between différent missing values processes. A dropout or missingness process 
is said to be MCAR (missing completely at random) if the dropout is 
independent of both unobserved and observed data and MAR (missing at 
random) if, conditional on the observed data, the dropout is independent 
of the unobserved measurements; otherwise the dropout process is termed 
MNAR (missing not at random). If a dropout process is MAR then a valid 
analysis can be obtained through a likelihood-based analysis that ignores 
the dropout mechanism, provided the parameter describing the measurement 
process is functionally independent of the parameter describing the dropout 
process, the so-called parameter distinctness condition. This situation is 
termed ignorable by Little and Rubin (1987). The practical implication is 
that a software module with likelihood estimation facilities and with the 
ability to handle incompletely observed subjects manipulâtes the correct 
likelihood, providing valid parameter estimâtes and likelihood ratio values. 
In many examples, however, the reasons for dropout are many and varied 
and it is therefore difficult to justify on a priori grounds the assumption of 
random dropout. Arguably, in the présence of non-random dropout, a wholly 
satisfactory analysis of the data is not feasible. Several approaches hâve been 
proposed in the literature (Little 1995, Kenward and Molenberghs 1999). 

Many methods are formulated within the sélection modelling frame (Little 
and Rubin 1987) as opposed to pattern-mixture modelling (PMM; Little 1993, 
1994a). A sélection model factors the joint distribution of the measurement 
and response mechanisms into the marginal measurement distribution and 
the response distribution, conditional on the measurements. This is intuitively 
appealing since the marginal measurement distribution would be of interest 
also with complète data. Further, Little and Rubin's taxonomy is most easily 
developed in the sélection setting. However, it is often argued that, especially 
in the context of non-random missingness models, sélection models, although 
identifiable, should be approached with caution (Glynn, Laird and Rubin 
1986). Therefore, pattern-mixture models hâve gained renewed interest in 
récent years (Little 1993, 1994a, Hogan and Laird 1997). Examples can be 
found in Molenberghs et al (1998, 1999), Ekholm and Skinner (1998), Little 
and Wang (1996), Hedeker and Gibbons (1997), Cohen and Cohen (1983), 
Muthén et al (1987), Allison (1987), and McArdle and Hamagani (1992). 

An important issue is that pattern-mixture models are by construction 
under-identified. Little (1993, 1994a) solves this problem through the use of 
identifying restrictions: inestimable parameters of the incomplète patterns are 
set equal to (functions of) the parameters describing the distribution of the 
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completers. Identifying restrictions are not the only way to overcome under-
identification and we will discuss alternative approaches as well. Some authors 
perceive this under-identifîcation as a drawback, we believe it is an asset since 
it forces one to reflect on the assumptions made. We believe that pattern-
mixture models can play an important rôle, arguably next to a sélection 
model approach, when conducting sensitivity analyses to study how sensitive 
scientific conclusions are to incompleteness encountered in the data. 

Two case studies are introduced in Section 2, while their analysis is given in 
Sections 5 and 6, respectively. A gênerai framework for modelling incomplète 
data is given in Section 3 and a perspective on pattern mixture models is 
offered in Section 4. 

"L 

K 
Megestrol Acétate 
Vorozole 

* ^ -
16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 

Months in Study 

FlG 1. — Vorozole Study. Représentation of dropout. 

2. Case Studies 

2.1. The Vorozole Study 

This study was an open-label, multicenter, parallel group design conducted 
at 67 North American centers (29 Canadian, 38 US). Patients were random-
ized to either vorozole (2.5 mg taken once daily) or megestrol acétate (40 
mg four times daily). The patient population consisted of postmenopausal 
patients with histologically confirmed estrogen-receptor positive metastatic 
breast carcinoma. To expedite enrollment, patients with non measurable/non 
assessable disease at baseline were entered and eligible patients were strati-
fied into three groups according to whether they had measurable, assessable, 
or nonmeasurable/non assessable disease. Ail 452 randomized patients were 
followed until disease progression or death. A graphical représentation of the 
dropout évolution is given in Figure 1. The main objective was to compare 
the treatment group with respect to response rate while secondary objectives 
included a comparison relative to duration of response, time to progression, 
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survival, safety, pain relief, performance status and quality of life. Full détails 
of this study are reported in Goss et al (1999). This paper focuses on overall 
quality of life, measured by the total Functional Living Index in Cancer (FLIC, 
Schipper et al 1984). A higher FLIC score is the more désirable outcome. 

Patients underwent screening and for those deemed eligible a detailed exam-
ination at baseline (visit 0) took place. Further measurement occasions were 
months 1, then from months 2 at bi-monthly intervais until month 44. Goss 
et al (1999) analyzed FLIC using a two-way ANOVA model with effects for 
treatment, disease status (state of tumor), as well as their interaction. No sig-
nificant différence on any of thèse effects between the two treatment arms was 
found. Without being a formai non-inferiority trial, the main conclusion from 
the primary analysis was that vorozole is well tolerated and as effective as 
megestrol acétate in the treatment of postmenopausal advanced breast cancer 
patients with disease progression after tamoxifen treatment. In this paper, we 
will, apart from treatment, correct for dominant site (the major location of 
the tumor) of the disease as well as clinical stage (tumor status). 

2.2 The Alzheimer Study 

The data corne from a three-armed clinical trial involving patients with 
Alzheimer's disease (Reisberg et al, 1987), conducted by 50 investigators in 8 
countries. The outcome is a démentia score, ranging from 0 to 43. Treatment 
arm 1 is placebo, with 114 patients, while arms 2, with 115 patients, and 
3, with 115 patients, involve active compounds. Of the patient population, 
56.4 % are female. There are 341 Caucasians, 2 Orientais and 1 black subject. 
Age ranges from 56 to 97 years with a médian of 81 years. Measurements are 
taken at baseline, at weeks 1, 2 and then every two weeks until week 12. In 
agreement with the protocol, we will analyses change versus baseline. This 
outcome is sufficiently close to normality, unlike the raw score. 

Attrition over time is fairly steady for each treatment arm. The sample size 
per dropout pattern and per treatment arm is displayed in Table 1. Each of 
the patterns corresponds to the last follow-up visit made. As such, patterns 
are assumed monotone. An occasional intermediate missing value does not 
change the membership of a patient to a particular pattern. In each of the 
arms, about 40 % drop out before the end of the study. Unfortunately, very 
little is known about the reasons for dropout, in this particular study. While 
such information is generally important, one also needs to be able to analyse 
incomplète data in the absence of such knowledge. 

TABLE 1. 
study 

Sample size per treatment arm and dropout pattern in the Alzheimer's 

Pattern 
Treatment 1 
Treatment 2 
Treatment 3 

1 
4 
4 
12 

2 
5 
9 
4 

3 
16 
7 
15 

4 
3 
6 
9 

5 
9 
3 
5 

6 
6 
5 
3 

7 
71 
81 
67 
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3. Data Setting and Modelling Framework 

Assume that for subject i = 1 , . . . , N in the study a séquence of responses Yij is 
designed to be measured at occasions j = 1 , . . . , n. The out cornes are grouped 
into a vector Yi = ( l a , . . . , Fm)'- I n addition, define a dropout indicator 
Di for the occasion at which dropout occurs and make the convention that 
D{ = n + 1 for a complète séquence. It is often necessary to split the vector 
Yi into observed (Y°) and missing (Y™) components respectively. 

In modelling missing data one is interested in /(î/i, di\0, ip) which is the joint 
distribution of the measurements Yi and the dropout indicators. The sélection 
model factorization starts from f(yi,di\0,rf>) = f(yi\0)f(di\yi,il>), while the 
pattern-mixture approach is based upon f{yi,di\0,i/>) — f{yi\di,0)f(di\tl>). 

In practice, particular choices for the outcome and missingness factors need 
to be chosen. Using the vehicle of longitudinal data, we will review some 
commonly used choices. We focus on parametric models for continuous, 
normally distributed outcomes as well as for non-Gaussian outcomes. 

In principle, one would like to consider the density of the full data /(y*, di|0, I/J), 
where the parameter vectors 0 and i/> describe the measurement and missing
ness processes, respect ively. Covariates are assumed to be measured but, for 
notational simplicity, suppressed from notation. 

Let us first describe the measurement and missingness models in turn, for 
the continuous outcome case, and then formally introduce and comment on 
ignorability. The measurement model will dépend on whether or not a full 
longitudinal analysis is done. In case focus is on the last observed measurement 
or on the last measurement occasion only, one typically opts for classical two-
or multi-group comparisons (t test, Wilcoxon, etc.). In case a longitudinal 
analysis is deemed necessary, the choice made dépends on the nature of the 
outcome. For continuous outcomes, one typically assumes a linear mixed-
effects model, perhaps with sériai corrélation: 

Yi=Xi(3 + Zibi+ Wi+ei, (1) 

(Verbeke and Molenberghs 2000) where Yi is the n dimensional response 
vector for subject i, 1 ^ i ^ N, N is the number of subjects, Xi and Z* are 
(n x p) and (n x q) known design matrices, (3 is the p dimensional vector 
containing the fixed effects, bi ~ N(0,D) is the q dimensional vector 
containing the random effects, Si ~ N(Q,a2In) is a n dimensional vector 
of measurement error components, and &i , . . . , 6jv, S i , . . . , £N are assumed to 
be independent. Sériai corrélation is captured by the realization of a Gaussian 
stochastic process, W*, which is assumed to follow a N(0,r2Hi) law. The 
sériai covariance matrix Hi only dépends on i through the number n of 
observations and through the time points Uj at which measurements are taken. 
The structure of the matrix Hi is determined through the autocorrélation 
fonction p(tij-tik). This function decreases such that p(0) = 1 and p(+oo) = 
0. Finally, D is a gênerai {qxq) covariance matrix with (i,j) élément d^ = dji. 
Inference is based on the marginal distribution of the response Yi which can 
be expressed as 

Yi - NiXifaZiDZl + lli). (2) 
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Hère, E^ = cr2In. -h r2Hi is a (n x n) covariance matrix grouping the 
measurement error and sériai components. 

Two popular choices to capture sériai corrélation arel by means of exponential 
or Gaussian decay. 

Assume that incompleteness is due to dropout only, and that the first 
measurement Yu is obtained for everyone. The model for the dropout process 
is based on, for example, a logistic régression for the probability of dropout at 
occasion j , given the subject is still in the study. We dénote this probability 
by g(hij,yij) in which /¾ is a vector containing ail responses observed up to 
but not including occasion j , as well as relevant covariates. We then assume 
that g(hij,yij) satisfies 

\ogit[g(hij, yij)] = logit [pr(A = j | A > j , yi)] = h^tp + wy^-, (3) 

(i = 1,...,7V). When UJ equals zéro, the dropout model is MAR, and ail 
parameters can be estimated using standard software since the measurement 
model for which we use a linear mixed model and the dropout model, assumed 
to follow a logistic régression, can then be fitted separately. If a; ^ 0, the 
posited dropout process is MNAR. Model (3) provides the building blocks for 
the dropout process f(di\yi, tp). This model is often referred to as Diggle and 
Kenward's (1994) model. 

4. Pattern-Mixture Modelling Approach 

Fitting pattern-mixture models can be approached in several ways. It is 
important to décide whether pattern-mixture and sélection modelling are to 
be contrasted with one another or rather the pattern-mixture modelling is 
the central focus. In the latter case, it is natural to conduct an analysis, and 
preferably a sensitivity analysis, within the pattern-mixture family. We will 
explicitly consider two stratégies to deal with under-identification. 

S t ra tegy 1. Little (1993, 1994a) advocated the use of identifying restrictions 
and presented a number of examples. One of those, ACMV (available case 
missing values), is the natural counterpart of MAR in the PMM framework. 

St ra tegy 2. As opposed to identifying restrictions, model simplification can 
be done to identify the parameters. Thijs et al (2002) discussed several sub-
strategies in détail. 

While the second strategy is computationally simple, it is important to note 
that there is a price to pay. Indeed, simplified models, qualified as "assumption 
rich" by Sheiner, Beale and Dunne (1997), also make untestable assumptions, 
just as in the sélection model case. From a technical point of view, Strategy 2 
only requires to either consider "pattern" as an extra covariate in the model, or 
to conduct an analysis "by pattern", such that a separate analysis is obtained 
for each of the dropout patterns. In the identifying restrictions setting on the 
other hand (Strategy 1), the assumptions are clear from the start. 
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Pattern-mixture models do not always automatically provide estimâtes and 
standard errors of marginal quantities of interest, such as overall treatment 
effect or overall time trend. Hogan and Laird (1997) provided a way to dérive 
sélection model quantities from the pattern-mixture model. An example of 
such a marginalization is given in Section 5. 

4 .1 . Identifying Restr ic t ion Stratégies 

In Une with the results obtained by Molenberghs, Michiels, Kenward, and 
Diggle (1998), we restrict attention to monotone patterns. In gênerai, let 
us assume we hâve t = 1 , . . . ,n = T dropout patterns where the dropout 
indicator, introduced earlier, is d = t + 1. For pattern t, the complète data 
density is given by 

ft(yi, - •., yT) = ft(yu - - -, yt)ft{yt+u - •, yr\yu - - •, yt). (4) 

The first factor is clearly identified from the observed data, while the second 
factor is not. It is assumed that the first factor is known or, more realistically, 
modeled using the observed data. Then, identifying restrictions are applied in 
order to identify the second component. 

While, in principle, completely arbitrary restrictions can be used by means 
of any valid density fonction over the appropriate support, stratégies which 
relate back to the observed data deserve privileged interest. One can base 
identification on ail patterns for which a given component, y3 say, is identified. 
A gênerai expression for this is 

T 

ft(ys\yu - • • ys-x) = ̂  w.j/j(v.|yi, • • • ys-i), s = t + i , . . . , r . (5) 
j=s 

We will use us as shorthand for the set of u; s /s used, the components of 
which are typically positive. Every us which sums to one provides a valid 
identification scheme. 

Let us incorporate (5) into (4): 

/ É ( 2 / I , - - - , 2 / T ) 

(6) 
T-t-1 

=/*(yi,--.,^) n 
s = 0 

T 

Y^ u>T-sjfj(yT-s\yu...,yT-s-i) 
j=T-s 

Let us consider three spécial but important cases, associated with thèse choices 
of u)8 in (5). Little (1993) proposes CCMV (complète case missing values) 
which uses the following identification: 

ft(ys\yi,. •. ys-i) = Mys\yi, • - - 2/5-1), s = t + 1 , . . . , r . (7) 

In other words, information which is unavailable is always borrowed from the 
completers. Alternatively, the nearest identified pattern can be used: 

ft(ys\yi, - • • Î /S-I ) = fs{ys\yi, • •. y8-i), s = t + 1 , . . . , T. (8) 
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We will refer to thèse restrictions as neighboring case missing values or 
NCMV. 

The third spécial case of (5) will be ACMV. Thus, ACMV is reserved for the 
counterpart of MAR in the PMM context. The corresponding us vectors can 
be shown to hâve components: 

_ ajfj(yu...,ya-i) (ù. 

] T a ^ ( y i , . . . , y s _ i ) 

(j = 5 , . . . , T) where otj is the fraction of observations in pattern j (Molen
berghs, Michiels, Kenward and Diggle 1998). 

This MAR-ACMV link connects the sélection and pattern-mixture families. 
It is further of interest to consider spécifie sub-families of the MNAR family. 
In the sélection model context, one typically restricts attention to a class of 
mechanisms where dropout may dépend on the current, possibly unobserved, 
measurement, but not on future measurements. The entire class of such models 
will be termed missing non-future dépendent (MNFD). While they are natural 
and easy to consider in a sélection model context, there exist important 
examples of mechanisms that do not satisfy MNFD, such as shared-parameter 
models (Wu and Bailey 1989, Little 1995). 

Kenward, Molenberghs, and Thijs (2003) hâve shown there is a counterpart to 
MNFD in the pattern-mixture context. The conditional probability of pattern 
t in the MNFD sélection models obviously satisfies 

f(r = t\yu • • •, yr) = / ( r = t\Vl, • • •, y t+i). (10) 

Within the PMM framework, we define non-future dépendent missing value 
restrictions (NFMV) as follows: 

Vt ^ 2,Vj < t - 1 : 
(11) 

f(yt\yu • • • ,y t - i , r = j) = f{yt\yi, • • • , y t - i , r > t - 1). 

NFMV is not a single set of restrictions, but rather leaves one conditional 
distribution per incomplète pattern unidentified: 

/(!/t+i|î/i, ••• ,yt , r = t). (12) 

In other words, the distribution of the "current" unobserved measurement, 
given the previous ones, is unconstrained. Note that (11) excludes such 
mechanisms as CCMV and NCMV. Kenward, Molenberghs, and Thijs (2003) 
hâve shown that, for longitudinal data with dropouts, MNFD and NFMV are 
équivalent. 

For pattern t, the complète data density is given by 

/ t(yi , . -- ,2/r) 
(13) 

= Mvu - • • ,yt)/t(y*+i|yi, • • • ,y*)/t(yt+2, • • • ,yr |yi , • • • , y m ) . 
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It is assumed that the first factor is known or, more realistically, modeled 
using the observed data. Then, identifying restrictions are applied in order 
to identify the second and third components. First, from the data, estimate 
/t(î/i> ' • • > 2/t)- Second, the user has full freedom to choose 

/t(î/t+i|î/i, ---,2/0- (14) 

Substantive considérations can be used to identify this density. Or a family of 
densities can be considered by way of sensitivity analysis. Third, using (11), 
the densities ft{yj\yi, • • • ,2/j-i), (j ^ t + 2) are identified. This identification 
involves not only the patterns for which yj is observed, but also the pattern 
for which yj is the current, the first unobserved measurement. An overview 
of the connection between sélection and pattern-mixture models is given in 
Figure 2. 

SEM : MCAR C MAR c MNFD C gênerai MNAR 

t l l X 
PMM : MCAR C ACMV C NFMV C gênerai MNAR 

O * G 
interior 

FlG 2. — Relationship between nested families within the sélection model, SEM, 
and pattern-mixture model, PMM, families. MCAR: missing completely at random; 
MAR: missing at random; MNAR: missing not at random; MNFD: missing non-
future dependence; ACMV: available-case missing values; NFMV: non-future miss
ing values; interior: restrictions based on a combination of the information available 
for other patterns. The "C" symbol hère indicates "is a spécial case of". The "|" 
symbol indicates correspondence between a class of SEM models and a class of PMM 
models. 

Two obvious mechanisms, within the MNFD family but outside MAR, are 
NFD1 (NFD standing for "non-future dépendent"), z.e., choose (14) according 
to CCMV, and NFD2, z.e., choose (14) according to NCMV. NFD1 and NFD2 
are strictly différent from CCMV and NCMV. 

4.2 How to Use Restrictions ? 

We will briefly outline a gênerai strategy. Several points which require fur-
ther spécification will be discussed in what follows. (1) Fit a model to the 
pattern-specific identifiable densities: / t ( y i , . . . ,2/*). This results in a parame
ter estimate, j t . (2) Select an identification method of choice. (3) Using this 
identification method, détermine the conditional distributions of the unob
served outcomes, given the observed ones: 

ftiyt+u . . . ,2/ïiî/i,---,2/0- (15) 

(4) Using standard multiple imputation methodology (Rubin 1987, Schafer 
1997, Verbeke and Molenberghs 2000, Minini and Chavence 2004ab), draw 
multiple imputations for the unobserved components, given the observed 
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outcomes and the correct pattern-specific density (15). (5) Analyze the 
multiply-imputed sets of data using the method of choice. This can be another 
pattern-mixture model, but also a sélection model or any other desired model. 
(6) Inferences can be conducted in the standard multiple imputation way 
(Rubin 1987, Schafer 1997, Verbeke and Molenberghs 2000). 

We hâve seen how gênerai identifying restrictions (5), with CCMV, NCMV, 
and ACMV as spécial cases, lead to the conditional densities for the unob
served components, given the observed ones. This came down to deriving 
expressions for u;, such as in (9) for ACMV. In addition, we need to draw 
imputations from the conditional densities. 

Let us proceed by studying the spécial case of three measurements first. To 
this end, we consider an identification scheme and we start off by avoiding 
the spécification of a parametric form for thèse densities. The following steps 
are required: (1) Estimate the parameters of the identifiable densities: from 
pattern 3, /3(2/1,2/2,2/3); from pattern 2, /2(2/1,2/2); and from pattern 1, /1(2/1). 
(2) To properly account for the uncertainty with which the parameters are 
estimated, we need to draw from them as is customarily done in multiple 
imputation. It will be assumed that in ail densities from which we draw, 
this parameter vector is used. (3) For pattern 2. Given an observation in 
this pattern, with observed values (2/1,2/2), calculate the conditional density 
/3(2/312/1,2/2) and draw from it. (4) For p a t t e r n 1. We now hâve to distinguish 
three sub steps. 

1. There is now only one tu involved: for pattern 1, in order to détermine 
/i(2/2|2/i), as a combination of /2(2/2^1) and /3(2/2^1)- Every u in the 
unit interval is valid. Spécifie cases are: for NCMV, u> = 1; for CCMV, 
Lj = 0; for ACMV, UJ identifies a linear combination across patterns. Note 
that, given 2/1, this is a constant, depending on 0:2 and 0:3. For NFD1 
and NFD2, the first unidentified conditional density can be chosen freely, 
thereafter a System of a/s has to be chosen as well. 
To pick one of the two components /2 or / 3 , we need to generate a random 
uniform variate, U say, except in the boundary NCMV and CCMV cases. 

2. If U ^ u;, calculate /2(2/2^1) and draw from it. Otherwise, do the same 
based on /3(2/2^1)-

3. Given the observed 2/1 and given 2/2 which has just been drawn, calculate 
the conditional density /3(2/3(2/1,2/2) and draw from it. 

AU steps but the first one hâve to be repeated M times, to obtain the 
same number of imputed datasets. Inference then proceeds as outlined Rubin 
(1987), Schafer (1997) and Verbeke and Molenberghs (2000). 

In case the observed densities are assumed to be normal, the corresponding 
conditional densities are particularly straightforward. 

In several cases, the conditional density is a mixture of normal densities. Then 
an additional and straightforward draw from the components of the mixture 
is necessary. 
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The algorithme détail outlined in this section is necessary to implement 
pattern-mixture models under Strategy 1. Once done, parameter estimâtes 
can be studied and hypothèses tests conducted in a conventional way. 

5- Analysis of the Vorozole Study 

The mean profiles per treatment arm, as well as their 95 % confidence 
intervais, are plotted in Figure 3. The average profiles indicate an increase 
over time which is slightly stronger for the vorozole group until month 14, and 
afterwards, the megestrol acétate group shows a slightly higher FLIC score. 
As can be seen from the confidence intervais, thèse différences are clearly not 
significant. 
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FlG 3. — Vorozole Study. Mean profiles and 95 % confidence intervais 
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FlG 4. — Vorozole Study. Variance function 

The individual profiles augment the averaged plot with a suggestion of the 
variability seen within the data. The thinning of the data towards the later 
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study times (only 13 remaining in month 26) suggests that trends at later 
times should be treated with caution. Therefore, we decided to restrict 
attention to the first 2 years only rather than the full 4 year period. This 
leads to a maximum of 13 observations per subject (month 1, 2, 4, 6, . . . , 
24). While thèse plots also give us some indications about the variability 
at given times and even about the corrélation between measurements of the 
same individual, it is easier to base such considérations on residual profiles 
and standardized residual profiles. 

The variance function is displayed in Figure 4. The variance function seems 
to be relatively stable, except for a sharp décline near the end (at which 
point there are large dropout rates), and hence a constant variance model is 
a plausible starting point. 

5.1. A Sélection Model Formulation 

Let us consider Diggle and Kenward's (1994) sélection model as introduced 
in Section 3. For the measurement model, we start by ignoring the dropout 
mechanism. This choice will turn out to be justified at the end of this section. 
Since we are modelling change versus baseline, ail models are forced to pass 
through the origin. This is done by allowing the main covariate effects, but 
only through their interactions with time. The following covariates were 
considered for the measurement model: baseline value, treatment, dominant 
site, and time in months (up to a cubic time trend). Second order interactions 
were considered as well. Then, a backwards sélection procédure was performed. 
For design reasons, treatment was kept in the model in spite of its non-
significance. An F test for treatment effect produces a p value of 0.5822. Apart 
from baseline, no other time-stationary covariates were kept. A quadratic 
time effect provided an adéquate description of the time trend. Based on the 
variogram, we confined the random-effects structure to random intercepts, and 
supplemented this with a spatial Gaussian process and measurement error. 
The final model is presented in Table 2. The total corrélation between two 
measurements, one month apart, equals 0.696. The residual corrélation, which 
remains after accounting for the random effects, is still equal to 0.491. The 
sériai corrélation, obtained by further ignoring the measurement error, equals 
p = ( -1 /7 .22 2 ) = 0.981. 

Fitted profiles are displayed in Figure 5 and Figure 6. In Figure 6, em-
pirical Bayes estimâtes of the random effects are included whereas in 
Figure 5 the purely marginal mean is used. For each treatment group, we 
obtain three sets of profiles. The fitted complète profile is the average curve 
that would be obtained, had ail individuals been completely observed. If we 
use only those predicted values that correspond to occasions at which an obser
vation was made, then the fitted incomplète profiles are obtained. The latter 
are somewhat above the former when the random effects are included, and 
somewhat below when they are not, suggesting that individuals with lower 
measurements are more likely to disappear from the study. In addition, while 
the fitted complète curves are very close (the treatment effect was not sig-
nificant), the fitted incomplète curves are not, suggesting that there is more 
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dropout in the standard arm than in the treatment arm. This is in agree-
ment with the observed dropout rate and should not be seen as évidence of 
a bad fit. Finally, the observed curves, based on the measurements available 
at each time point, are displayed. Thèse are higher than the fitted ones, but 
this should be viewed with the standard errors of the observed means in mind 
(see Figure 3). 

TABLE 2. - Vorozole Study. Sélection Model 

Effect 
Fixed-Effect Parameters: 

time 
time*baseline 

time* treatment 
time2 

time2*baseline 
Variance Parameters: 

random intercept (S2) 
sériai variance (r2) 

sériai association (</>) 
measurement error (cr2) 

Estimate (s.e.) 

7.78 (1.05) 
-0.065 (0.009) 
0.086 (0.157) 
-0.30 (0.06) 

0.0024 (0.0005) 

105.42 
77.96 
7.22 

77.83 
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FlG 5. — Vorozole Study. Fitted profiles (averaging the predicted means for the 
incomplète and complète measurement séquences, without the random effects) 

Next, we will study factors which influence dropout. A logistic régression 
model, described by (3) is used. To start, we restrict attention to MAR 
processes. The first model includes treatment, dominant site, baseline value, 
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FlG 6. — Vorozole Study. Fitted Profiles (averaging the predicted means for the 
incomplète and complète measurement séquences, including the random effects) 

and the previous measurement but only the last two are significant, producing 

\ogit[g{hij)] = 0.080(0.341) - 0.014(0.003)base* - 0.033(0.004)^j_i. (16) 

Diggle and Kenward (1994) and Molenberghs, Kenward, and Lesaffre (1997) 
considered non-random versions of this model by including the current, 
possible unobserved measurement, such as in (3). This requires more elaborate 
fitting algorithms, since the missing data process is then non-ignorable. Diggle 
and Kenward used the simplex algorithm (Nelder and Mead 1965), while 
Molenberghs, Kenward, and Lesaffre (1997) fitted their models with the 
EM algorithm. Both Diggle and Kenward and Molenberghs, Kenward, and 
Lesaffre observed that in informative models, dropout tends to dépend on the 
incrément, z.e., the différence between the current and previous measurements 
Yij —Yij-i. Clearly, a very similar quantity is obtained as Yij-\ —Yij-2, but 
a major advantage of such a model is that it fits within the MAR framework. 
In our case, we obtain 

\ogit[g(hij)] = 0.033(0.401) - 0.013(0.003)base; 

+ 0.012(0.006)^-2 " 0.035(0.005)^-1 

= 0.033(0.401) - 0.013(0.003)basei 

,yij-2 + 2 /M-I 
(17) 

0.023(0.005)-

- 0.047(0.010) 
yij-i - yij-2 

indicating that both size and incrément are significant predictors for dropout. 
In (17), j starts from 2 onwards and it is assumed that the first follow-up 
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measurement is always obtained. We conclude that dropout increases with a 
decrease in baseline, in overall level of the outcome variable, as well as with a 
decreasing évolution in the outcome. 

Both dropout models (16) and (17) can be compared with their non-random 
counterparts, where yij is added to the linear predictor. The first one becomes 

logit^fcy, yi:i)] = 0.53 - 0.015basei - 0.076^--1 + 0 .057^ (18) 

while the second one becomes 

logit[0(/iy,2fcj)] 
(19) 

= 1.38 - 0.021base; - 0.0027^,^-2 - 0 . 0 6 4 ^ _i + 0.035¾¾. 

Formai testing of dropout models (18) versus (16) and for (19) versus (17) are 
possible in principle, but will not be carried out for two reasons. First, the 
likelihood function tends to be very flat for non-random dropout models and 
therefore the détermination of the likelihood ratio is often computationally 
non-trivial. More fundamentally, Rubin (1994), Little (1994b), and Laird 
(1994), and Molenberghs, Kenward and Lesaffre (1997) point out that formai 
testing for non-random dropout faces philosophical objections. Indeed, non-
random dropout models are identified only due to strong but unverifiable 
assumptions. Hogan and Laird (1997) suggest pattern-mixture models as a 
viable alternative. 

5.2. Pattern-Mixture Model Formulations 

We will first analyze the data using basic pattern-mixture models and then 
switch over to pattern-mixture models based on identifying restrictions. 

5.2.1. Initial Pattern-Mixture Models 

The dropout process (3) simplifies to f(di\Si,xf>) (Si being covariates) which 
is a, possibly covariate-corrected, model for the probability to belong to a 
particular pattern. Its components, g(hij), containing only covariates now, 
describe the dropout rate at each occasion. 
The measurement model has to reflect dependence on dropout. In its most 
gênerai form, this implies that (1) is replaced by 

Yi = Xi(3{di) + Zibi+£i 

bi ~ JV(0, !>(*)), (20) 

Si ~ JV(0,£i(di)). 

Thus, the fixed effects as well as the covariance parameters are allowed to 
change with dropout pattern and a priori no restrictions are placed on the 
structure of this change. 
As discussed in Section 4, model family (20) contains under identified members 
since it describes the full set of measurements in pattern di, even though 
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there are not measurements after occasion di — 1. To avoid this problem, 
simplified (identified) models can be considered. The advantage is that the 
number of parameters decreases, which is generally an issue with pattern-
mixture models. Hogan and Laird (1997) noted that in order to estimate the 
large number of parameters in gênerai models, one has to make the awkward 
requirement that each dropout pattern is sufRciently "filled", in other words 
one has to require large numbers of dropouts. 

In analogy with the exploration in the sélection model context, it is natural to 
explore the data from a pattern-mixture point of view. To this end, plots per 
dropout pattern can be constructed. Figure 7 display pattern-specific profiles. 
Figure 7 clearly shows that pattern-specific profiles are of a quadratic nature 
with in most cases a sharp décline prior to dropout. Note that this is in line 
with the fitted dropout mechanism (17). Therefore, this feature needs to be 
reflected in the pattern-mixture model. In analogy with our sélection model, 
the profiles are forced to pass through the origin. This is done by allowing 
only time main effect and interactions of other covariables with time in the 
model. 

Megestrol Acétate Vorozole 

Months in Study Months in Study 

FlG 7. — Vorozole Study. Mean profiles, per dropout pattern 

The most complex pattern-mixture model we consider includes a différent 
parameter vector for each of the observed patterns. This is done by including 
the interaction of ail effects in the model with pattern, a factor variable 
calculated as 2+ the number of observations after baseline. We then proceed 
by backward sélection in order to simplify the model. First, we found that 
the covariance structure is common to ail patterns, encompassing random 
intercept, a sériai exponential process, and measurement error. 

For the fîxed effects we proceeded as follows. A backward sélection procédure, 
starting from a model that includes a main effect of time and time2, as well as 
interactions of time with baseline value, treatment effect, dominant site and 
pattern, and the interaction of pattern with time2. This procédure revealed 
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FlG 8. — Vorozole Study. Fitted sélection and first pattern-mixture models 

main effects of time and time2, as well as interactions of time with baseline 
value, treatment effect, and pattern, and the interaction of pattern with time2. 
As was the case with the sélection model in Table 2, treatment effect is 
non-significant. Indeed, a single degree of freedom F test yields a p value 
of 0.6868. Note that such a test is possible since treatment effect does not 
interact with pattern, in contrast to the model which we will describe later. 
The fitted profiles are displayed in Figure 8. We observe that the profiles for 
both arms are very similar. This is due to the fact that treatment effect is 
not significant but perhaps also because we did not allow a more complex 
treatment effect. For example, we might consider an interaction of treatment 
with the square of time and, more importantly, an treatment effect which is 
pattern-specific. Some évidence for such an interaction is seen in Figure 7. Our 
second, expanded model, allowed for up to cubic time effects, the interaction 
of time with dropout pattern, dominant site, baseline value and treatment, 
as well as their two- and three-way interactions. After a backward sélection 
procédure, the effects included are time and time2, the two-way interaction 
of time and dropout pattern, as well as three factor interactions of time and 
dropout pattern with (1) baseline, (2) group, and (3) dominant site. Finally, 
time2 interacts with dropout pattern and with the interaction of baseline and 
dropout pattern. No cubic time effects were necessary, which is in agreement 
with the observed profiles in Figure 7. The model is graphically represented 
in Figure 9. 
Because a pattern-specific parameter has been included, we hâve several 
options for the assessment of treatment. Since there are 13 patterns (remember 
we eut off the patterns at 2 years), one can test the global hypothesis, based on 
13 degrees of freedom, of no treatment effect. We obtain F = 1.25, producing 
p = 0.2403, indicating that there is no overall treatment effect. Each of the 
treatment effects separately is at a non-significant level. Alternatively, the 
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FlG 9. — Vorozole Study. Fitted sélection and second pattern-mixture models 

marginal effect of treatment can be calculated, which is the weighted average 
of the pattern-specific treatment effects, with weights given by the probability 
of occurrence of the various patterns. Its standard error is calculated using 
a straightforward application of the delta method. This effect is equal to 
—0.286(0.288) producing a p value of 0.3206, which is still non-significant. 

In summary, we obtain a non-significant treatment effect from ail our différent 
models, which gives more weight to this conclusion. Further, the pattern-
mixture model formulation has lead to important additional insight, primarily 
regarding the évolution of a patient's profile in connection with her dropout 
time, which in a sélection model would go unnoticed. 

5.2.2. Models Based on Identifying Restrictions 

Consider those subjects with 1, 2, and 3 follow-up measurements, respectively, 
i.e, we restrict attention to three patterns only. Thus, 190 subjects are 
included into the analysis, with subsample sizes 35, 86, and 69, respectively. 
The corresponding pattern probabilities are 7Î = (0.184,0.453,0.363)'. The 
asymptotic variance-covariance matrix can be derived without difBculty. We 
will now apply each of the three stratégies. We recognize a full analysis, using 
ail patterns, is both interesting and feasible. 

The patients in this study drop out mainly because they relapse or die. This 
in itself poses spécifie challenges that can be addressed within the pattern-
mixture framework much easier than in the sélection model framework. 
Indeed, if one is prepared to make the assumption that a patient who dies 
is représentative of a slice of the population with the same characteristics, 
and with a certain probability to die, then identifying restrictions (i.e., 
extrapolation beyond the time of death) is meaningful. In case one does not 
want to extrapolate beyond the moment of death, one can restrict modelling 
to the observed data only. An intermediate approach would be to allow for 
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extrapolation beyond relapse and not beyond death. (For the current dataset, 
the information needed in order to do so is unavailable.) Note that, while 
this may seem a disadvantage of pattern-mixture models, we believe it is an 
asset, because this framework not only forces one to think about such issues, it 
also provides a modelling solution, no matter which point of view is adopted. 
This contrasts with sélection models where extrapolation is always done, be 
it explicitly by modelling the profile, averaged over ail patterns. 
To apply the identifying restriction Strategy 1, one first needs to fit a model 
to the observed data. We will opt for a simple model, with parameters spécifie 
to each pattern. Such a model can be seen as belonging to the second modelling 
strategy. 

We include time and time2 effects, as well as their interactions with treatment. 
Further, time by baseline value interaction is included as well, since it is 
believed to hâve an important impact on a patient's profile and chance of 
dropping out. Ail effects interact with time, in order to force profiles to 
pass through the origin, since we are studying change versus baseline. An 
unstructured 3 x 3 covariance matrix is assumed for each pattern. 
Parameter estimâtes are presented in Table 3, in the "initial" column. Of 
course, not ail parameters are estimable. This holds for the variance compo
nents, where in patterns 1 and 2 the upper l x l block and the upper 2 x 2 
block are identified, respectively. In the first pattern, the effects in time2 are 
unidentified. The linear effects are identified by virtue of the absence of an 
intercept ter m. 

Let us présent this and later models graphically. Since there is one binary 
(treatment arm) and one continuous covariate (baseline level of FLIC score), 
insight can be obtained by plotting the models for selected values of baseline. 
Precisely, we chose the average value (Figure 10). Bold line type is used for the 
range over which data are obtained for a particular pattern and extrapolation 
is indicated using thinner line type. Note that the extrapolation can hâve 
surprising effects, even with thèse relatively simple models. Thus, while this 
form of extrapolation is simple, its plausibility can be called into question. 

This initial model provides a basis, and its graphical représentation extra 
motivation, to consider identifying restriction models. Results are presented 
in Table 3, for each of the three types of restrictions (CCMV, NCMV, ACMV). 
For patterns 1 and 2 there is some variability in the parameter estimâtes across 
the three stratégies, although this is often consistent with random variation 
(see the standard errors). Since the data in pattern 3 are complète, there is of 
course no différence between the initial model parameters and those obtained 
with each of the identifying restriction techniques. 

In ail of the plots, the same mean response scale was retained, illustrating 
that the identifying restriction stratégies extrapolate much closer to the ob
served data mean responses. There are some différences among the identifying 
restriction methods, but this is not graphically represented hère. This conclu
sion needs to be considered carefully. Since thèse patients drop out mainly 
because they relapse or die, it seems unlikely to expect a rise in quality of life. 
This considération is évidence against CCMV, where missing information is 
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Effect initial CCMV NCMV ACMV 
Pattern 1: 

Time 
Time*base 
Time*treat 
Time2 

Time2*treat 
^11 

<J\2 

(722 

OÏ3 

02$ 

&33 

Pattern 2: 

Time 
Time*base 
Time*treat 
Time2 

Time2*treat 
< T l l 

<T\2 

CT22 

0Ï3 
<T23 

^33 

Pattern 3: 

Time 
Time*base 
Time*treat 
Time2 

Time2*treat 
<m 
<T\2 

<722 

0"l3 

0"23 

^33 

3.40(13.94) 
-0.11(0.13) 
0.33(3.91) 

131.09(31.34) 

53.85(14.12) 
-0.46(0.12) 
-0.95(1.86) 

-18.91(6.36) 
0.15(0.05) 

170.77(26.14) 
151.84(29.19) 
292.32(44.61) 

29.91(9.08) 
-0.26(0.08) 
0.82(0.95) 

-6.42(2.23) 
0.05(0.02) 

206.73(35.86) 
96.97(26.57) 

174.12(31.10) 
87.38(30.66) 
91.66(28.86) 

262.16(44.70) 

13.21(15.91) 
-0.16(0.16) 
-2.09(2.19) 
-0.84(4.21) 
0.01(0.04) 

151.91(42.34) 
59.84(40.46) 

201.54(65.38) 
55.12(58.03) 
84.99(48.54) 

245.06(75.56) 

29.78(10.43) 
-0.29(0.09) 
-1.68(1.21) 
-4.45(2.87) 
0.04(0.02) 

175.59(27.53) 
147.14(29.39) 
297.38(46.04) 

57.22(37.96) 
71.58(36.73) 

212.68(101.31) 

29.91(9.08) 
-0.26(0.08) 
0.82(0.95) 

-6.42(2.23) 
0.05(0.02) 

206.73(35.86) 
96.97(26.57) 

174.12(31.10) 
87.38(30.66) 
91.66(28.86) 

262.16(44.70) 

7.56(16.45) 
-0.14(0.16) 
-1.20(1.93) 
-2.12(4.24) 
0.03(0.04) 

134.54(32.85) 
119.76(40.38) 
257.07(86.05) 
49.88(44.16) 
99.97(57.47) 

241.99(79.79) 

33.74(11.11) 
-0.33(0.10) 
-1.56(2.47) 
-7.00(3.80) 
0.07(0.03) 

176.49(27.65) 
149.05(29.77) 
299.40(47.22) 

89.10(34.07) 
107.62(47.59) 
264.57(76.73) 

29.91(9.08) 
-0.26(0.08) 
0.82(0.95) 

-6.42(2.23) 
0.05(0.02) 

206.73(35.86) 
96.97(26.57) 

174.12(31.10) 
87.38(30.66) 
91.66(28.86) 

262.16(44.70) 

4.43(18.78) 
-0.11(0.17) 
-0.41(2.52) 
-0.70(4.22) 
0.02(0.04) 

137.33(34.18) 
97.86(38.65) 

201.87(80.02) 
61.87(43.22) 

110.42(87.95) 
286.16(117.90) 

28.69(11.37) 
-0.29(0.10) 
-2.12(1.36) 
-4.22(4.20) 
0.05(0.04) 

177.86(28.19) 
146.98(29.63) 
297.39(46.04) 

99.18(35.07) 
166.64(66.45) 
300.78(77.97) 

29.91(9.08) 
-0.26(0.08) 
0.82(0.95) 

-6.42(2.23) 
0.05(0.02) 

206.73(35.86) 
96.97(26.57) 

174.12(31.10) 
87.38(30.66) 
91.66(28.86) 

262.16(44.70) 

TABLE 3. - Vorozole Study. Multiple imutation estimâtes and standard errors for 
CCMV, NCMV, and ACMV restrictions. 

always borrowed from the complète group, i.e., the one with the best progno-
sis. ACMV, which compromises between ail stratégies may be more realistic, 
but hère NCMV is likely to be better since information is borrowed from the 
nearest pattern. 

Nevertheless, the NCMV prédiction looks more plausible since the worst 
baseline value shows declining profiles, whereas the best one leaves room for 
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Strategy 1, ACMV Strategy 2a Strategy 2b 

1 2 3 
Month 

FlG 10. — Vorozole Study. For average level of baseline value 113.57, stratégies 1 
(ACMV), 2a, and 2b are shown. The bold portion of the curves runs from baseline 
until the last obtained measurement, and the extrapolated pièce is shown in thin 
type. The dashed line refers to megestrol acétate; the solid line is the Vorozole arm. 

improvement. Should one want to explore the effect of assumptions beyond 
the range of (5), one can allow LJS to include components outside of the unit 
interval. In that situation, one has to ensure that the resulting density is still 
non-negative over its entire support. 

Strategy 2. As opposed to identifying restrictions, model simplification can 
be done in order to identify the parameters. The advantage is that the number 
of parameters decreases, which is désirable since the length of the parameter 
vector is a gênerai issue with pattern-mixture models. Indeed, Hogan and 
Laird (1997) noted that in order to estimate the large number of parameters 
in gênerai pattern-mixture models, one has to make the awkward requirement 
that each dropout pattern occurs sufficiently often. Broadly, we distinguish 
between two types of simplifications. 

Strategy 2a. Trends can be restricted to functional forms supported by the 
information available within a pattern. For example, a linear or quadratic time 
trend is easily extrapolated beyond the last obtained measurement. One only 
needs to provide an ad hoc solution for the first or the first few patterns. In 
order to fit such models, one simply has to carry out a model building exercise 
within each of the patterns separately. 

Strategy 2b. Next, one can let the parameters vary across patterns in a con-
trolled parametric way. Thus, rather than estimating a separate time trend 
within each pattern, one could for example asssume that the time évolution 
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within a pattern is unstructured, but parallel across patterns. This is effec-
tuated by treating pattern as a covariate. The available data can be used to 
assess whether such simplifications are supported within the time ranges for 
which there is information. An initial model is considered with the following 
effects: time, the interaction between time and treatment, baseline value, pat
tern, treatment*baseline, treatment*pattern, and baseline*pattern. Further 
time2 is included, as well as its interaction with baseline, treatment, and pat
tern. No interactions beyond the third order are included, and unstructured 
covariance matrix is common to ail three patterns. This implies that the cur
rent model is not équivalent to a Strategy 1 model, where ail parameters 
are pattern-specific. To achieve this goal, every effect would hâve to be made 
pattern-dependent. A graphical représentation is given in Figure 10. Early 
dropouts décline immediately, whereas those who stay longer in the study 
first show a rise and then décline thereafter. However, this is less pronounced 
for higher baseline values. On the other hand, the extrapolation based on the 
fitted model is very unrealistic, in the sensé that for the early dropout sharp 
rises are predicted, which is totally implausible. 

Thèse findings suggest, again, that a more careful reflection on the extrap
olation method is required. This is very well possible in a pattern-mixture 
context, but then the first strategy, rather than the second and third straté
gies, has to be used. 

To test for treatment effect, one can follow two stratégies. In the first one, 
the focus is on the marginal treatment effect, i.e., one calculâtes the marginal 
treatment effect from the pattern-specific effects. Delta-method arguments 
complète the procédure. We obtain p values 0.801 (CCMV), 0.900 (NCMV), 
and 082.8 (ACMV). Alternatively, one can consider a 3 d.f. test, stratified for 
pattern. The resulting p values are 0.988 (CCMV),0.995 (NCMV), and 0.993 
(ACMV). Note also the closeness between the second strategy and the route 
taken by Shih and Quan (1997). 

6. Analysis of the Alzheimer Study 

A linear mixed model (Verbeke and Molenberghs, 2000) was fitted to the 
outcomes, in which the variance structure was modelled by means of a random 
subject effect, an exponential sériai corrélation process and measurement 
error. The fixed effects considered in the model were, apart from treatment 
effect, those of âge, time, investigator and country, as well as 2- and 3-way 
interactions. From an initial model sélection, only main effects of âge, time, 
time2 and treatment group were retained. Note that, when required by the 
study protocol, it is perfectly possible to leave in such effects as investigator, 
center, or country, regardless of their significance. Scientific interest is in the 
effect of treatment. Since there are three arms, we consider two treatment 
contrasts of the expérimental arms versus the standard arm. Our focus hère 
will be on estimâtes and standard errors for thèse contrasts, as well as on tests 
for the null hypothesis of no treatment effect. 
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We first consider the sélection model approach. Parameter estimâtes and 
standard errors for the treatment contrasts, as well as the associated test 
results, are reported in Table 4. Treatment effects are non-significant. The 
likelihood ratio statistic for comparing the missing at random and missing 
not at random models is 5.4 on 2 degrees of freedom. While this might be 
taken as some évidence for MNAR, care as to be taken (discussion of Diggle 
and Kenward 1994, Verbeke and Molenberghs 2000, Ch. 19). More reasonably 
it can be taken as some évidence against this particular missing at random 
model. 

Sélection Models Pattern-mixture Models 
Pat. Cont." MAR MNAR ACMV CCMV NCMV NFDÏ NFD2 

Stratined Analysis 
1 1 9.27(6.42) 5.84(5.16) -4.19(6.27) 4.90(8.29) 5.44(6.52) 

2 -8.19(6.58) -6.92(6.15) 2.56(5.12) -7.78(7.62) -4.48(7.76) 
2 1 2.78(4.75) -0.00(2.90) -4.43(3.54) 0.61(4.88) -1.49(4.07) 

2 -3.57(4.53) -5.08(3.92) -1.37(4.12) -6.48(5.22) -4.54(5.46) 
3 1 6.78(4.20) 6.95(2.66) 0.10(2.40) 4.18(2.64) 0.18(3.65) 

2 -1.75(2.76) -3.44(2.12) 0.83(2.14) -2.66(2.29) -0.10(2.20) 
4 1 11.05(3.21) 10.87(2.85) 6.59(3.09) 9.65(3.56) 9.97(2.90) 

2 -3.84(4.09) -6.55(3.88) -3.23(4.09) -6.84(3.78) -4.30(4.24) 
5 1 0.15(5.71) -2.05(6.29) -5.60(6.46) -3.02(5.92) -6.13(6.42) 

2 -0.74(3.99) -0.87(4.51) 0.92(4.68) -0.53(4.24) 1.05(4.57) 
6 1 14.16(3.75) 12.91(3.71) 13.44(3.72) 13.28(3.82) 12.72(3.79) 

2 -5.24(3.48) -4.74(3.69) -4.95(3.79) -4.71(3.63) -4.77(3.70) 
7 1 -0.99(0.85) -0.99(0.85) -0.99(0.85) -0.99(0.85) -0.99(0.85) 

2 1.68(0.88) 1.68(0.88) 1.68(0.88) 1.68(0.88) 1.68(0.88) 

évalue 2.45 2.96 1.76 1.92 1.77 
P value 0.0024 0.0002 0.0407 0.0225 0.0413 

Marginal Analysis 
ï 0.55(0.71) 0.45(0.71) 1.97(1.05) 1.47(0.87) -0.48(0.85) 1.05(1.04) 0.37(0.96) 
2 0.64(0.71) 0.69(0.71) -0.24(0.81) -0.56(0.86) 0.91(0.77) -0.59(1.01) 0.19(0.84) 

F value 2.82 2.68 2.15 1.23 0.66 0.52 0.19 
p value 0.2446 0.2619 0.1362 0.3047 0.5208 0.6043 0.8276 

TABLE 4. - Alzheimer Study. Inference for treatment contrasts for the case study. For 
the contrasts, parameter estimâtes and standard errors, in parenthèses, are reported. 

Next, we turn attention to the pattern-mixture models. In the pattern-specific 
initial models, linear mixed models are fitted to the data. The fixed-effects 
structure comprises treatment indicators, time and its square, and âge. The 
covariance structure is captured by means of a random subject effect, an 
exponential sériai corrélation process and measurement error. Then, the five 
spécial cases outlined at the end of Section 4 are used to define the identifying 
restrictions. Admittedly, the set of restrictions considered hère is far from 
exhausting the entire space of possible restrictions and hence leaves room for 
additional sensitivity analyses. However, it allows us to compare future and 
non-future dépendent mechanisms, as well as a comparison with the sélection 
models fitted earlier. 

The results of our analysis are reported in Table 4. The marginal treatment 
effect assessments are ail non-significant, in line with the results from the 
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FlG 11. — Alzheimer Study. Pattern-mixture models. Fitted average profiles for 
each of the five identification stratégies. Treatment arm 1. ACMV, available-case 
missing values; CCMV, complete-case missing values; NCMV, neighbouring-case 
missing values; FD1, Case 4; FD2, Case 5. 

sélection model analysis. However, ail stratified treatment assessments pro
duce significant p values, although to various levels of strength. Strong évi
dence is obtained from the available-case missing values model. Of course, the 
complete-case missing values analysis provides even stronger évidence, but 
this assumption may be unrealistic, since even patterns with few observations 
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are completed using the set of completers, corresponding to pattern 7. Both of 
the other non-future missing values mechanisms, corresponding to Cases 4 and 
5, where dropout does not dépend on future unobserved values, provide mild 
évidence for treatment effect. Importantly, we are in a position to consider 
which patterns are responsible for an identified treatment effect. Note that 
the contrasts are nowhere near significant in the complète pattern 7, while 
patterns 4 and 6 seem to contribute to the effect, consistently across patterns. 
The first contrast of pattern 3 is significant only under complete-case missing 
values, perhaps explaining why this strategy yields the most significant resuit. 

Figure 11 graphically summarises the fit of thèse models for the first treatment 
arm; very similar displays for the other arms hâve been omitted. Clearly, 
the chosen identifying restrictions hâve a strong impact, especially for the 
patterns with earlier dropout. Of course, from Table 1 it is clear that the 
earlier patterns are rather sparsely filled. It is striking to see that the missing 
non-future dependence patterns are not ail grouped together. An important 
and perhaps counterintuitive feature is that the fitted averages dépend on the 
identification method chosen, even at time points prior to dropout. The reason 
for this is that, after imputation, a parametric model is fitted to the completed 
séquences as a whole, as opposed to, for example, change point models with 
change point at the time of dropout. Hence, the smoothing induced by the 
parametric model applies across the entire séquence, before and after dropout. 

7. Concluding Remarks 

In the vorozole study, we hâve concentrated on total FLIC (i.e., change of the 
score versus baseline), a quality of life score measured in a multi-centric two 
arm study in postmenopausal women suffering from metastatic breast cancer. 
Since virtually ail patients were followed up until disease progression or death, 
the amount of dropout is large. A very large group of patients drops out after 
just a couple of months. 

While classically only sélection models are fitted, pattern-mixture models can 
be seen as a viable alternative. We analysed the data using both, leading to 
a sensitivity analysis. More confidence in the results can be gained if both 
models lead to similar conclusions. 
The average profile in the sélection model dépends on the baseline value, as 
well as on time. The latter effect is mildly quadratic. There is no évidence 
for a treatment différence. However, it should be noted that the average 
profile found is the one that would hâve been observed, had no subjects 
dropped out, and under the additional assumption that the MAR assumption 
is correct. Fitting non-random dropout models, in the sensé of Diggle and 
Kenward (1994) is possible, but computationally difficult for a fairly large 
trial like this one. A separate study of the dropout mechanism revealed that 
dropout increases with three éléments: (1) an unfavourable baseline score, (2) 
an unfavourable value at the previous month, as well as (3) an unfavourable 
change in value from the penultimate to the last obtained value. 
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A pattern-mixture model is fitted by allowing at first a completely separate 
parameter vector for each observed dropout pattern, which is then simplified 
by using standard model sélection procédures, by considering whether effects 
are common to ail patterns. A first pattern-mixture model features a common 
treatment effect, of which the assessment is then straightforward. A second 
model includes a separate treatment effect for each dropout pattern. This leads 
to two distinct tests. The first one tests for equality of the whole treatment 
vector to be zéro. The second one first calculâtes the marginal treatment effect 
from the vector of effects, by composing a weighted sum, where the weights are 
the multinomially estimated probabilities of the various patterns. In ail cases, 
there is no treatment effect. However, a graphical display of the fitted profiles 
per pattern is enlightening, since it clearly confirms the trend detected in the 
sélection models, that patients tend to drop out when their quality of life score 
is declining. Since this feature is usually coupled to an imminent progression 
or death, it should not corne as a surprise. An important advantage of 
pattern-mixture models is that fitting them is more straightforward than non-
random sélection models. The additional calculations needed for the marginal 
treatment effect and its associated précision can be done straightforwardly 
using the delta method. 

Further, we hâve illustrated three distinct stratégies to fit pattern-mixture 
models. In this way, we hâve brought together several existing practices. Little 
(1993, 1994a) has proposed identifying restrictions, which we hère formalized 
using the connection with MAR and multiple imputation. Stratégies 2a and 
2b refer to fitting a model per pattern and using pattern as a covariate. 

By contrasting thèse stratégies on a single set of data, one obtains a range of 
conclusions rather than a single one, which provides insight into the sensitivity 
to the assumptions made. Especially with the identifying restrictions, one 
has to be very explicit about the assumptions and moreover this approach 
offers the possibility to consider several forms of restrictions. Spécial attention 
should go to the ACMV restrictions, since they are the MAR counterpart 
within the pattern-mixture context. 

In addition, a comparison between the sélection and pattern-mixture mod
elling approaches is useful to obtain additional insight into the data and/or 
to assess sensitivity. 

The identifying restrictions strategy provides further opportunity for sensitiv
ity analysis. Indeed, since CCMV and NCMV are extrêmes for the u;s vector 
in (5), it is very natural to consider the idea of ranges in the allowable space of 
ws. Clearly, any u)s which consists of non-negative éléments that sum to one 
is allowable, but also the idea of extrapolation could be useful, where négative 
components are allowed, given they provide valid conditional densities. 

We believe that our approach can play a useful rôle, as a member of a collection 
of sensitivity tools. Of course, a sensitivity analysis can be conducted within 
différent frameworks, and there are times where the setting will détermine 
which framework is the more appropriate one (for example Bayesian or 
frequentist), in conjunction with technical and computational considérations. 
Draper (1995) has considered ways of dealing with uncertainty in the very 
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natural Bayesian framework and developments in the missing value setting 
are ongoing. A thorough comparison between the various frameworks will be 
interesting and worth undertaking in ;the future. 

Using the Alzheimer study, we hâve ,further shown tha t one can ensure pat tern-
mixture models to avoid dependenc|e of missingness on future occasions. This 
widens the range of various models tha t can be fitted, for example within the 
context of a sensitivity analysis, even further. 

Those interested in implementing the methods presented in this paper, are 
welcome to contact the first author to obtain SAS software code. 
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